FRIENDS OF
MYALL PARK
BOTANIC GARDEN

NEWSLETTER
Vol 23 No 2 Winter 2014
We are pleased to receive your contributions to our newsletter. Please
note all views expressed are those of individual authors.

Betty Salter, Ray Brown, Sandra Gordon, Jean Harslett, Edward Bunker, and Nita C Lester
celebrating the release of Grevillea ‘Dorothy Gordon’ at Myall Park Botanic Garden on April 26th, 2014

DATES for your 2014 DIARY
Spring Day 14: SUNDAY, August 31
Annual meeting: November 21, 22

THANKS to the St. George
office of Howard Hobbs, MLA for
Warrego, for his ongoing support

Contacts for Myall Park Botanic Garden
Office: Phone 07 4665 6705 Email: myallparkbotanic@bigpond.com
Post: PO Box 22, Glenmorgan, Qld 4423
Website: www.myallparkbotanicgarden.com
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Nita’s corner
This newsletter celebrates two important ‘events’ of the
past months, the hybrid release and the working bees.
The Directors highly value the time given by all members
of the three working bees. Without this contribution, the
Garden would not be placed so favourably. To all the
volunteers of the three groups, I say, “Thank you very
much”. Do enjoy reading their reports.
The release of Grevillea ‘Dorothy Gordon’ was an
incredible success. Thank you to all Directors, Garden
staff and the Western Downs Regional Council for your
support. ‘Dorothy’ is selling well. The original continues to
flower as does our plant at Mapleton. The ‘Dorothy’ coffee
mug is also selling quickly and is a wonderful gift.
I would like to warmly welcome Alison Banks, our new
Director, and I extend my best wishes to Annabelle as our
new newsletter editor; looking forward to many editions of
involvement. A huge thank you to you, Lynnette Reilly, for
your time and expertise as our past editor.
As the notes above indicate, Myall Park Botanic Garden
relies almost totally upon volunteers - the Directors, the
working bee participants, the newsletter and web site
development, the events support, proofing and graphic
design, the list could go on. My concern and recent
research has been focussed upon the valuable asset of
many environmental organisations – the volunteers. How
to attract them? How to keep them? What are the needs
of volunteers and do these needs change over time?
I have recently accepted an invitation to present the 2014
Bill Tulloch Memorial Lecture for the Queensland Society
for Growing Australian Plants (SGAP). My lecture will
review the difference between the types of volunteers
[those in the areas of Health, Education, Sport and
Environment] so as to develop a deeper understanding of
environmental volunteers. This Lecture is open to the
public during the evening of 25th October in Toowoomba.
Please contact SGAP members if you would like to join
like-minded persons for an enjoyable evening.
Best wishes everyone for winter. Spring will bring fun and
laughter to Myall Park Botanic Garden when Spring Day
14, to be held on Sunday, August 31st, will focus upon the
young at heart.
nita
The Directors and Friends of Myall Park Botanic Garden extend their warm thanks to the

Western Downs Regional Council for its assistance in producing the invitations and the Gordon Grevillea booklets for the launch of

Grevillea ‘’Dorothy Gordon’.

Directors , General Meeting, March 15th, 2014
Back: Lynda von Pein, Betty Salter, Joan Wilkinson,
Lorraine Cameron (Caretaker)
Front: Gill Kidd, Nita C Lester, Janine Pechey (Office) ,
Carissa Hallinan
You are invited to join the Directors

Spring Day 14
Sunday, 31st August, 11am-3pm
Children’s activities, fire engine, craft fun, music for
the whole family
Entrance Adults $10, children (under 14) free.
Enjoy the relaxing atmosphere, the Garden,
the plant sale and sharing experiences
Confirmation of details will be on the website nearer
the time

Dear Nita and the team at MPBG,
Thank you so much for remembering me and sending
the beautiful brochures and pictures of the Garden
and the beautiful ‘Dorothy Gordon’ hybrid. Your letter
caused a flood of memories of my time as a Director
and wonderful times at Myall Park with Dave many
years ago and more recently with you at the gallery. I
am so impressed at the resilience of your group and
the wonder of renewal and growth of the plants at the
garden. Despite having been in
Tasmania for nearly 7 years, the memories of the
western downs are still so strong in me, and while I
must admit the landscapes here are amazing, I do
yearn at times to stand in the shade of a poplar box
or a brigalow or even better an emu apple or a myall!
Many thanks for your kindness.
Peter Voller
Tasmania
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Official proceedings of the Release of Grevillea ‘Dorothy Gordon’ 26 April 2014
MC: Dr Nita C Lester
Welcome to everyone. A special welcome to:
Jean Harslett, Dorothy’s sister, Sandra and Merinda, Dorothy’s
daughters and all other members of Dorothy’s family, Councillor
Ray Brown Mayor of the Western Downs Regional Council and
his wife Lisa, Councillor Ray Jamieson, Edward and Mary
Bunker of Aussie Winners, others involved in the horticultural
industry and finally past and current Directors and staff of Myall
Park Botanic Garden Ltd, without whom the Garden and facilities
you enjoy today would not exist.
Apologies: A number of apologies have been received and
are tabled for your review. Please add further apologies to the
document at your convenience.
As it has been recorded, the collection that contributed to the
existing Myall Park Botanic Garden of today was started by Mr
Dave Gordon, who along with his wife, Dorothy, worked for many
years adding to the collection. While the horticultural side was
Dave’s speciality, the art field belonged to Dorothy.
Today, we celebrate Dorothy’s contribution to this Garden by
releasing Grevillea ‘Dorothy Gordon’. The three Gordon grevilleas
named after their three daughters, are well known and have
greatly aided the recognition of Myall Park Botanic Garden. To
inform us on the niche it holds within this region, I have great
pleasure in inviting Councillor Ray Brown, Mayor of the Western
Downs Regional Council to address the gathering:

Western Downs Regional Council has a long affiliation with the Myall
Park Botanic Garden and it gives me great pleasure to be here today to
be part of the release of Grevillea ‘Dorothy Gordon’ and in promoting
the ‘Four Gordon Grevilleas’ booklet. The Gordon family and the
Directors have provided this region with a wonderful and irreplaceable
legacy in Myall Park Botanic Garden, especially their development of
the four Gordon Grevilleas, native only to this region. The Garden is a
show piece not just for the Western Downs but for the State, Nation,
and our environment. The Council will continue to support this valuable
Western Downs asset.
Thank you, Ray.
I now have two community links that demonstrate how much
Dorothy was valued by the ‘locals’.
Miss Isabel Allpass, a local resident and friend of Dorothy’s
through the QCWA, Glenmorgan Drama Group and Meandarra
Arts Council. And I quote Isabel:

‘Dorothy did so much for the community. She was always
helping with a play or supporting the QCWA functions, or
helping the children with their schooling, or contributing to
Arts Council evenings. I am sure Dorothy would just love
the flower and having it named after her.’
Cont...P 4
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Secondly, I have, to hand, a painting by Dorothy gifted to Mr Frank Coleborn, a teaching principal of the
Glenmorgan school in the early 1980s and to Mrs Judy Coleborn, his wife. Both Frank and Judy have
recently gifted this painting to the Garden. Frank and Judy were involved with the drama group and it was at
these gathering they worked along with Dorothy and other community members to create memorable theatre.
And I quote Judy: ‘Dorothy was a major player within our local community; as a member of the local art group
and many of the other artistic events. It was a pleasure to know and work along with her’
It is for these and many other reasons why the Gallery that stands before you is dedicated to Dorothy.
The Garden is connected with both Dave and Dorothy’s families and Sandra today has undertaken to speak
on behalf of the family. Today, within the Gallery you will find a collection of photographs especially
assembled for the release of Grevillea ‘Dorothy Gordon’. These are also for sale.
The appreciation of plant detail her father demonstrated, and artistic presentation her mother is noted for,
manifests in these images. I invite Sandra to present her thoughts on behalf of the family.

This day has finally arrived – AT LAST! It has been a long wait since that first little seedling was
spotted and a long road of propagation, procedure, testing etc to reach this stage where we can all
take home a plant to grow and nurture in our own gardens.
Grevillea ‘Dorothy Gordon’ means a great deal to different people – to caretakers, Marion Firns
and Warren Crispin, it was their ‘baby’, found, nurtured and cherished; to Nita C Lester, Chairman
and the other Directors, the fulfilment of a dream but a great deal of work to have it registered
and tested; to scientists the challenge of working out the parentage; to Myall Park Botanic Garden,
further recognition and some potential income; to nurserymen, the challenge of propagation; to
Australia, a beautiful new plant for her parks and gardens; to artists and photographers, a new
subject explore and capture; to birds and insects, a place to feed and shelter; and to Mum’s family
and friends, another wonderful memento to a very special person!
I recently spent an enjoyable couple of hours photographing the flowers. The closer I looked, the
more beauty I saw – soft feminine colours, shapes, curves and dare I say it, it is quite sensuous!
The foliage too has a subtle beauty – soft greys and greens with bronze new growth. I know Mum
would have enjoyed painting it every bit as much as I was enjoying what I saw through my lens.
On behalf of Mum’s family, I wish to thank the Directors of Myall Park Botanic Garden Ltd for all
they have done towards presenting Grevillea ‘Dorothy Gordon’ to the world!
Thank you Sandra
For unusual plants to be recorded, a keen eye and a sharp appreciation of detail is necessary. To this we
owe Marian and Warren who brought this plant to our attention. Apologies have been received from Marion
and Warren. Quote Marion Firns ‘I never met Dorothy Gordon but she was a wonderful artist. I was really
taken with the way she used and blended colours, as well as how she saw the landscape. I like to imagine
that she would have enjoyed the colours of this plant as much as I do. I am so pleased that this plant was
named for her.’
The Directors were convinced of the significant potential of this plant and undertook discrete inquires to
identify a propagator. Edward and Mary Bunker of Aussie Winners were on the top of the list offered to the
Directors. I have great pleasure of introducing Edward and Mary to you all, and invite Edward to address this
gathering.
All friends of the Garden at Myall Park Botanic Garden, thank you for the opportunity to be here today. Today,
Dorothy Gordon has brought us all together. Some years ago before he passed away, Colin Campbell our well known
and much loved garden guru was informed of the plant here and suggested to Dr Nita C Lester that the Directors
should approach us to find ways to bring this outstanding new plant to market.
Cont... P 5
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Edward Bunker cont...
Your Board of Directors is clever, Nita supplied us with
cuttings on the 6th December 2007 to see if we could root
some of them. We achieved three to grow of the original
cuttings. Once we proved we could we were granted a
marketing license so we proceeded. We have since spread
the work and licensed several specialist Grevillea propagators
who are now working on continuing production of the plant
to make it available to our gardening public. All plants sold in
Australia will be grown by licensed growers and royalties
from the sale of each plant will come back to Myall Park
Botanic Garden for its continuing work.
Dorothy Gordon is not a small shrub so has some limitations
in where it can be planted and where the gardener can use it.
Our original three plants are now around 3m high with a
similar width. They make a marvellous hedge if planted
together. The original three plants are growing like this as a
hedge, unpruned and are always full of birds when they are
in flower. Pruning is easy and does not seem to really affect
the plant very much.

Feedback from Release Day
Edward Bunker [Redland Bay]:
Thank you for all the splendid work you [Nita] and the Board did
to get the function up and running, Mary and I were impressed
with the great feeling among the ones who attended,
Mayor Ray Brown, Western Downs Regional Council
It was a great day and a wonderful achievement from you [Nita]
all your Directors. Lisa and I had a very enjoyable time.
Trevor, President SGAP [Brisbane]
I really enjoyed my weekend out at The Garden and I planted
my ‘Dorothy’ today [Mother’s Day].
Noel and Helen [Brisbane]:
it was a great weekend and we were all very impressed with
Myall Park Botanic Garden in general and the Dorothy launch in
particular.
Robyn [Roma]:
I just wanted to congratulate you [Nita] and the Board of Directors on your achievements at the Myall Park Garden and to
thank you for such a pleasant day at the launch yesterday.
Malcolm and I drive past the turn off to the garden regularly on
our way home from visiting our son in NSW but we’re always on
a mission to get home; now I realise what we’ve missed!
Jacqueline [Buderim]
My friends and I enjoyed the opening very much. It was a great
experience for them coming all the way from France.

We live on red volcanic soil which always shows up iron
deficiencies when one plants Grevilleas in it, not so Dorothy
which steams ahead growing and flowering most of the year
with the peak flowering in springtime. Wherever we have
seen it planted it seems to grow well.

Gill [Director]:
Nita, you did a fantastic job coordinating all the activities and
working with so many to create a wonderful DG Release day as
well as all the ongoing programs. It was great to see Phillip and
he is such a great support for the garden, and for you.
Both Carissa and Linda were wonderful and will be excellent
and enthusiastic Directors.

Flowers we have brought up today to show you are from the
original plantings after the very dry weather of this last
summer. This has meant smaller flowers than usual but still
flowering well even if the flower size is much smaller.

Lynda [Director]:
Just wanted to say that I had a great day on Saturday and I
know my family did as well. I really enjoyed the speakers and
feel honoured to have been involved.

Penny [Director]:
Great news Betty about our financial success. Yesterday was
Our journey with the Gordon Grevilleas began for us way wonderful - wish we could have stayed longer to enjoy it but was
to be with two sick children. Thanks to all who organised the
back in the late 60’s or early 70’s when we were invited to be not
day.
part of a visit with other nursery growers to Myall Park to
look at the collection growing in the grounds. Two grevilleas Elaine [Bundaberg]:
Hi Nita Good to catch up on the weekend. It was wonderful to
stood out; ‘Robyn Gordon’ and ‘Sandra Gordon’. Amongst see so many people there. It was a memorable day on Saturday
others, we were asked if we wanted to grow them for market and so glad I went.
which we did. As we all know these wonderful grevilleas are Dorothy coffee mug printers [Western Australia]:
well known all over Australia with Robyn Gordon still as
That’s great news that the mug is so popular. Congratulations.
Thanks for letting us know.
popular today as when it was first available.
Sarah and David [Tenterfield]:
We sincerely hope that Grevillea ‘Dorothy Gordon’ will make Thanks for asking us to such an enjoyable event.
its mark on the landscapes of this wonderful country.
Mary [Meandarra]:
We see it as a great plant for local governments, councils and It was great to meet up again with so many old friends and rethe garden. Congratulations to you [Nita] and all who made
commercial landscape, it is so easy to grow once established. visit
it such a successful day. Cheers and God bless.
We are here for the rest of the day if there are any questions.
Mary [Toowoomba]:
Thank you.
Just love the new Dorothy mug. Congratualtions. The grevillea
booklet is also wonderful. The whole day was a roaring success.
Thank you Edward.
The Directors wish to present gifts to the following: Ennis and Dorinda [Yuleba]:
Congratulations to the Board for the wonderful day on Saturday.
Could Sandra and Merinda step forward. To you both, You will all feel justifiably proud - seeing the release of Grevillea
on behalf of the Directors, please accept your Grevillea 'Dorothy Gordon' come to fruition. May it be a winner in the eyes
‘Dorothy Gordon’. Councillor Ray Brown, please step of the gardening public and help the Garden attain financial independence. I know how much time you will have put into it
forward. On behalf of the Directors, please accept this Nita, so hopefully you will relax and enjoy the after glow.
‘Dorothy Gordon’ for the Western Downs Regional
Elizabeth [Roma]:
Council. We have no doubt you will find a suitable
What a wonderful day you had for the launching of the Dorothy
location to grow and display this plant.
Gordon Grevillea.
[Brisbane]:
This completes our release celebrations. Please enjoy a Pam
The launch of Grevillea ‘Dorothy Gordon’ was quite a success…
relaxing luncheon and the fellowship of all those
Mary showed me her photographs and the booklet that was put
together…All in all a very successful day…
present.
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Brisbane Bushcarers discover Myall Park Botanic Garden
A group of nine bushcarers from the Benarrawa bushcare group and Oxley Creek Catchment Association joined other volunteers
for the preparation for the ‘Dorothy Gordon’ launch over the Anzac Day weekend. This was the first visit to Myall Park Botanic
Garden for many of the group and Dr Nita Lester made us all very welcome and had a list of jobs to keep us busy and introduce
us to Myall Park Botanic Garden. These included putting up new signs, weeding and setting up for the launch. We took time out
to join the well-attended Anzac Day service at Glenmorgan and managed to fit in some good early morning walks to get to know
the park and its unique flora and fauna.
Our stay in the quarters was very comfortable and we got to know other volunteers from SGAP and other Brisbane bushcare
groups. The launch was a first class event and we all went home keen to plant our newly acquired ‘Dorothy Gordon’ grevilleas.
We all agreed it was a great few days and we’ve decided to make it an annual event to help out with the working bees.
Noel Standfast
Coordinator,
Benarrawa Bushcare Group,
welcomed as new ‘Friends’ of
the Garden

Grevillea ‘Dorothy Gordon’

An update on the Proteaceae Collection
The vagaries of the seasons are difficult to predict! We are all familiar with the exceptionally hot and dry
summer that has just passed. In theory, plants in the Proteaceae family should not have problems with
these conditions.
When checked in November, most species were not only surviving, but growing well. A few had died – it
is not a perfect world – but even those species which may have been considered as borderline choices
were also looking healthy. December and January came and all was still progressing well until our irrigation problems coincided with a torrid few weeks of very high temperatures. There was no irrigation for
these two months as our main pump had failed.
All specimens of certain species did fail this time, both grafted and non-grafted. Some species expected
to fail did not. Most plantings from previous years survived. Of those planted in May 2013, a reasonable
number are doing well - plants on their own roots as well as the grafted plants. In general the plants on
their own roots planted in 2013 faired less well than the grafted ones. These were mostly tubestock, the
grafted stock being more advanced, so the result was not totally unexpected.
Replacement plantings were carried out at the May working bee. Some high grafts of Grevillea tenuiloba
and Grevillea decora were donated by Alan Lee. They will both be unusual and spectacular additions to
the collection.
In conclusion, the Proteaceae Collection is powering along, notwithstanding the challenges of the
weather conditions. Some of the species are already flowering, others are putting on plenty of new
growth.
Our thanks go to the Australian Garden History Society for helping us to make this project a success.
Joan Wilkinson,
Manager,
Horticulture, Conservation, and Research Division.
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Friends of Myall Park Botanic
Working Bee 2014, April 27th – May 3rd,

Garden

A most successful working bee, Lyn and Peter would
be proud that we continued their commitment in style.
We had a team of 14 people who came when they
could and left when they had to and who clocked up
412 volunteer hours. Although John and Robyn, John
and Anne, and Elizabeth could not be with us this
year they had passed on their good wishes. Hopefully
all will be well for next year’s effort. Shelley Gage from
the Tin Can Bay area was our farthest traveller.

Now for the ‘piece de resistance’- which was a real
‘piece of resistance’ - demolishing the old chicken run
behind Avochie Cottage, which was the undoubted
high spot of the working bee. What a tangled web of
netting with a fallen tree across the lot for good
measure. Everyone lent a hand and it only took three
hours!

After meeting Dave and Lorraine Cameron, our new
caretakers, we had an orientation and site introduction
from Dave. He has made such a difference since they
arrived and had reorganised the potting shed and 4
bay sheds enabling us to find and replace tools as
needed and so keep the potting shed as his work
room.
All the fenceline plantings of native passionfruit and
Wonga Wonga vines will have a stronger and tidier
support and a new irrigation line. Lorraine and Dave
are keen to do a built-up garden at the south end in
front of an extended fence line with more Wonga
Wonga vines and this will be home to a Grevillea
‘Dorothy Gordon’.

We weeded, dug holes with our new auger, planted,
labelled, checked and replaced irrigation lines,
cleared dead shrubs and branches, chainsawed,
removed and made mulch from fallen trees and
plants, mulched new plantings, photographed weeds
and small plants for the database, placed specimen
labels, recorded the specimen labels at the label
shed, potted up 120 seedlings, prepared a few
herbarium specimens to learn how it is done, planned
the layout for a new Garden walk, and organised a
bus trip drive around for a senior citizen’s coach trip
from Caboolture due on the Saturday morning.

Dorinda was a little surprised to be asked for a ride to
the dump with Allen in the McCormack’s truck. This
was expected to be to our quarry area, but instead
was a voyage of discovery for Allen to the
Glenmorgan tip. Many trips followed but Dorinda was
only allowed the one. Much old polypipe and unusable
galvanised iron had collected over past years, so
many trips were necessary. We are most grateful for
the loan of the truck from Tuesday until Sunday.
Carole and Richard Green stayed on after the
preparation and celebrations for the release of
Grevillea ‘Dorothy Gordon’. Many of our working bee
people would have liked to have arrived earlier but
accommodation was at a premium. Past Director
Trevor Bacon camped and was also able to stay to
help on the Sunday. Dan and Wendy arrived early on
Sunday having stayed at Condamine the previous
night.
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They were only able to stay for a few days as they were
then off to a fern study group trip. Both have been many
times before. They all worked on the Gallery gardens,
removing angophora regrowth, rejuvenating earlier
plantings and mulching.
Old stagers (attendance-wise), Allen and Dale arrived in
the afternoon and stayed until the following Sunday.
Nothing is too much trouble for these two. Allen whippersnippered, chainsawed and made mulch so did not sit
for hours on the mower. Everyone is constantly amazed
by Dale’s perseverance and dedication to some of the
most mundane but necessary jobs.
Shelley arrived late Sunday after a Cook’s tour of southeastern Queensland. This was her first working bee at
the Garden but I suspect that many will follow. She has
commenced a work (long overdue) in photographing and
documenting weeds and small plants to be found in the
Garden. Her proficiency in potting up seedlings (120 all
told and finished by torchlight) is proved by the fact that
all but half a dozen are hale and hearty. I am baby sitting
them for future fundraising or planting at the Garden.
Patty, Ros, and Anne arrived early Monday afternoon.
This was Anne’s second visit as she had joined our
second Friends’ working bee ladies group in July last
year. These three had received an upgrade in their
accommodation and stayed in Avochie Cottage.

This Sand Goanna lives under the Bimble Box near the Gallery
and is slightly smaller than the one in the Garden for All Seasons.
Later we helped Dorinda organise her plans for the
Saturday bus trippers. Many beautiful specimens in
the Garden that are rarely seen, especially the dense
old melaleuca shrubs and the grevillea thickets, are
all coming into flower. This is work for future working
bees.
Evenings were mostly spent somewhere out in the
Garden sharing a well earned drink and enjoying the
sunsets. Wednesday night was Bottle Tree Inn night,
a night always on our working bee calendar. Next
year we will also have a barbecue one evening. Dave
and Lorraine organised one for the Caboolture group
and it was a great success and is to continue. This is
done at the committee’s expense as a thank you to all
our volunteers.
From my perspective, there are always so many parts
of the Garden in need of TLC. The list of work to be
done is daunting so priorities are essential. I am
always amazed by what is achieved.

After the run-in with the chook pen, everything settled
down from Tuesday onwards with everyone doing the
usual variety of jobs, working to suit their preferences.
We had to send out a search party for Dan on Monday
evening as he struggled with the old fencing in the gully
behind Avochie Cottage. A job well done.
Dorinda and Carol came and went twice. On their first
stay they worked on Mother of Millions and cactus in the
Garden for All Seasons and elsewhere. I have a lovely
photograph of the large Sand Goanna that frequents the
dense melaleuca bushes where they worked.

It is necessary to lighten the load the Caretakers face
at the beginning of each year especially after a very
dry then a very wet summer. We aim to leave as little
follow-up work as possible. Dave and Lorraine’s input
was much appreciated. It is not expected as they
have many other responsibilities to attend to. I hope
that they enjoyed it as much as we did.
It is hard to say goodbye to you all at the end of your
stays. There is such a happy atmosphere and so
much work is completed. Where would the Garden be
without your dedication and enthusiasm.
Joan Wilkinson.
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Caboolture SGAP working bee report Myall Park
Botanic Garden 12-17 May 2014

meal, so thanks to Myall Park Botanic Garden Directors
for the supplies and Dave and Lorraine for cooking for us.

A group of 10 travelled by bus to Myall Park Botanic
Garden on Monday 12 May to meet 2 more members
who had arrived by private vehicle. We sorted ourselves
out into the available beds and settled in for our first night
there.
On Tuesday we were instructed in new layout of tools and
vehicles by Dave, the caretaker, who has done a fantastic
job of tidying them. We did a tour of the garden to look at
the birdhide and see any changes.
By midmorning we were sorted and had started on our
various jobs. Jim out at the birdhide painting it with oil,
Sue and Cheryl collecting cuttings, Allan filling the gaps in
the floors of the bedrooms in The Quarters, Richard and
Alby working on changes in the plumbing in The
Quarters, John, Valerie and Maree weeding in the
gardens between Avochie and The Quarters and in the
Eastern Boundary Garden and Greg and Edgar replacing
the flyscreen gauze in the verandah at The Quarters.

Thursday was another fine day with jobs progressing.
Dave brought mulch near to where John, Valerie and
Maree had been weeding so they were able to cover the
ground they had weeded. Jim started to create a screen
at the birdhide so the birds would not be disturbed when
people are walking into the birdhide. Richard and Alby
had more plumbing work to do.
Friday, another fine day, arrived with everyone geared up
to complete the jobs they had started. Richard and Alby
had finished the plumbing work on Thursday so Richard
helped Greg to put the gauze in place and even with
some of the spaces not being square, it looks good with
fresh paint. Jim and Alby finished off the screen at the
birdhide which should be very effective.

After lunch Richard and Alby carried on working on the
plumbing, whilst others went walking to take photographs
or look for birds. Some felt they had to go on working in
spite of being told the afternoon was not work time, and
others read and slept. During the day Gary’s old back
problems returned, so he decided he would go home with
Cheryl driving, as they had travelled out together. They
went home on Wednesday. We were sad to see them go
but relieved that Gary would get some help with his back
on his return to home.
Wednesday dawned fine and clear so all back to the work
started on Tuesday. Everyone was able to make progress
with jobs although they were all taking longer than
expected, especially the plumbing as they would undo
one thing and find that meant four or five other things to
do. We were offered a barbecue by Myall Park Botanic
Garden which we accepted (one less meal to take and
prepare) and chose Wednesday evening. We were all
ready except for the poor plumbers who had to get the
water connected for the toilet and showers that night so
we waited for them to finish their work. It was a good
experience for us to be together at The Quarters having a

Allan finished filling up the open cracks in the floor of the
bedrooms in The Quarters. John and Valerie finished the
mulching, Sue and Maree collected more cuttings and
some of us did an inspection and clean up of the log
boxes. Meeting the wildlife in the log boxes was
interesting with an ornamental and pale headed snake,
small and large geckos and red back spiders.
On Saturday morning we were all ready to pack the bus
and trailer by 7.45 so were on the way home by 8 o’clock
then had an uneventful trip back to CREEC by 2.30.
Everyone worked at the jobs they were given so by the
end of our time there we were able to say we had done
what we set out to do. I believe that all of us enjoyed the
trip.
Edgar Askew
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MYALL PARK PHOTOGRAPHY COMPETITION

Judge’s General Comments:
Thank you for asking me to judge your inaugural photography competition. I hope that it will be only the first of many that your district will go
on to organise. The participants have entered a diverse collection of images that demonstrate a wide range of interest and skill in
photography.
Photography is many things to different people. An absorbing pastime, an uncommon blend of art and science, a profession, perhaps an art
form in its own right. Never before in its history has photography been as accessible or affordable as it is in the 21st century. Historically an
expensive pastime, today just about anyone can afford to take photos. Most of us already carry a camera in our bag or pocket most of the
time – the ubiquitous mobile phone. Of course those of us who aspire to be “serious” photographers still like to indulge ourselves with a bit of
expensive kit but I’d like to say to you that a great photo can be taken with any camera because great photos always have been and always
will be mostly a product of the eye and mind of the photographer not the tool used. Of course there is always a proviso and it is this: All
cameras and lenses have limitations regarding the sort of subjects they can adequately capture. For instance you can take a truly great
portrait or landscape with a $50 camera but not get even a mediocre picture of a race car at speed. This is why pros and keen enthusiasts
lug about bags full of gear.
In judging your photos I did not look at any of the embedded metadata in your digital files because, among many other things about how the
photo was taken, it would have told me the type of camera and lens you used and I didn’t want to know that.
I have provided a brief comment about each individual photo and these are, mainly, to give a pointer as to how I think your picture could be
improved if indeed I thought it could be improved. As well, since this may be the first time that many of you have entered your pictures in a
competition I thought it may be a good idea to say a little about what makes a good competition photo. In essence, it is something that
makes a picture stand out visually and appeal to one or more human senses or emotions. This appeal sometimes comes from sheer visual
impact; other times the picture has a story to tell that the viewer can easily relate to.
A few entrants employed an unusual angle or a different “take” on an otherwise ordinary subject and it is these “different” photos that will
generally do best in competition. Rarely will close-up or macro photos of flowers, insects and other small objects fare well in open
competition. Neither will many landscapes unless there is something different, even captivating, about the image. You need to strive, both in
competition and towards general improvement in your photography, for that something that will take your images beyond just pretty pictures.
I guess I was a bit disappointed that only one entrant used a person in their photo. People are an abundant source of subject material as
long as you stay away from the mundane ie family type snapshots and cute baby photos. You could try carefully set-up portraits, people
actually doing things at work or play or people photographed candidly going about their daily business. Another minor disappointment was
that nobody entered what I would call an action photo. The sorts of things I am referring to are sports, working machines and animals,
activities on farms and stations, community events and people having fun just doing things.
In closing, thank you again for asking me to be a part of your event and I hope you all keep up your interest in photography because it will
never fail to reward you. Always remember to be your own harshest critic.
John Milne

WINNER– Alice Thomas
Nepal Morning is a very good example of a photo-journalistic style image so
reminiscent of those in Life and National Geographic. It grabs the eye and
makes the viewer wonder just what this woman is doing – preparing food obviously but we don’t know just what. The colour palette, whether by accident or
design, is outstanding and the technical execution very good. Congratulations.

HIGHLY COMMENDED-Kay Denning
Lake Baikal, Siberia is a picture that almost induces the shivers it is so cold
looking with a predominance of grey and blue tones. We see many photos that
depict snow but rarely ice. Some photographers would be tempted to convert
this image to black and white but I think that would lessen its impact greatly. It
is a very good landscape and an unusual subject, well photographed and composed. Congratulations.

PEOPLE’S CHOICE– Kate Cover
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Your articles, photos, advertisements
etc are welcome for inclusion in this
newsletter.
Contact the Editor,
Annabelle Brayley
email: bellarose55@bigpond.com
Material in this newsletter may be reproduced provided the source is clearly
stated. Copyright permission should be
obtained for material quoted from other publications.

WOULD YOU LIKE TO RECEIVE
THIS NEWSLETTER WITH
PHOTOS IN GLORIOUS ORIGINAL
COLOUR?

If you opt to receive it by email as a pdf
file, then that’s what awaits you. As well, you will be helping to cut down the amount of paper we pay to transport
all over the country and the time taken by our volunteers
to fold, staple and post each one.
Please send Betty (see page 11) your email address
which we will use in confidence only for this purpose.
Alternatively, newsletters may be downloaded directly
from our website www.myallparkbotanicgarden.com

SOME BOOKS from our catalogue
Order from the Garden and the profit stays here.
Pinpoint—new
children’s book by
Rhondda Bridle
and Nita C. Lester,
illustrated by Nita
C. Lester $15

Birdwings’ New Home
by Lynette Reilly,
illustrated by Lois
Hughes. Picture story
book that celebrates
endangered butterflies.
Now $10

For Sharp Eyes Only by
Nita C. Lester and Elaine Lyons:
Illustrations show how our
native animals are camouflaged
in their surroundings
Now $10

Brigalow Birds: Birds of Myall
Park Botanic Garden and
surrounding brigalow region
Book

$33

DVD

$25

Woodland to Weeds (2nd ed.)
by Nita C. Lester
Definitive reference to plants of
the Southern Queensland
Brigalow Belt
$49.95

Australian Birds for Children
Set of 24 colourful 18x10cm cards featuring
common easy-to-find birds - bird on front,
information on back

$20

Email or use form on page 12 - not forgetting to
add a one-off cost of $10 postage per order.

For latest information and pictures on ‘What’s Flowering Now in the Garden’ see our website -www.myallparkbotanicgarden.com
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DONATIONS
All donations of money and goods with a value
of $2 and over are tax-deductible.
Cheques payable to MPBG Gift Fund.
Post to Nita C. Lester, PO Box 465 Mapleton, Qld
4560

Huge thanks to all who’ve donated to MPBG since
the last Newsletter, including
C and R Brownlie, M Simmons, M Fogarty,
J Wilkinson, AJ and MI Pedan, K Herbert,

NC Lester and the International Tropical
Foliage and Garden Society Inc Sunshine Coast.

Current Directors and Managers
Myall Park Botanic Garden Ltd
DIRECTORS:
Chairman:
Vice-Chairman:
Secretary/Treasurer:

Nita C Lester
Penny Grams
Betty Salter

Plus: Alison Banks, Carissa Hallinan, Gill Kidd,
Lynda Von Pein, Joan Wilkinson,
MANAGERS:

Horticulture, Conservation and Research: Joan Wilkinson
The Garden Experience: [currently shared]
Business Management: Betty Salter
Company correspondence to:
The Secretary,
Myall Park Botanic Garden Ltd,
PO Box 22, Glenmorgan, Qld 4423

We welcome new members.
Why not introduce a friend or give a gift membership
Don’t let us lose you—Renew or join here
I / We wish to remain / become a Friend of Myall Park Botanic Garden

Subscriptions and Renewals to 30 September 2014
□ Individual: $15
□ Single Life M’ship: $300
□ Community Group: $35
□ Business: $100 (with link to webpage) □ Business Life Membership: $1000 (with link to webpage)
Please print:
I/WE ARE INTERESTED IN ASSISTING WITH:
Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms……………………………………...
O Newsletter production (collect or write articles, layout,
Address………………………………………………..
etc)
O Working bees
…………………………………...Postcode………….
O Herbarium (helping with specimens, records etc)
Telephone…………………………………………..…
O Promotion and Marketing
Email…………………………..……………………...
Receipt required

O Living Collection
O Retail
O Other
(please

indicate
your
interests)
……………………………...…………………….

I wish to add a donation of $....................
(Donations of $2 and over are tax deductible)
I wish to receive my newsletters by email……… Yes / No (please circle)
Total Payment enclosed $………………………………...
Payment may be made
1) either dir ectly into our bank account: Commonwealth Bank, Dalby. BSB 064-412
Account No. 1000 1195 Account name: Myall Park Botanic Garden Ltd.
Reference: (please include your name and that it is for ‘subscription’)
2) or by cheque payable to ‘Myall Par k Botanic Gar den Ltd.’
Whichever method of payment you use, please send this completed form to:
Mrs B. Salter, “Glen Fosslyn”, Glenmorgan, Qld 4423
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INFORMATION PAGE
Garden closed for maintenance 20 Dec—20 Jan each year

VISITORS WELCOME AT ALL OTHER TIMES
MYALL PARK BOTANIC GARDEN FEES 2014
A - GARDEN ENTRANCE FEES
Garden and Gallery
$5.00 per person
FRIENDS and under 14 FREE
School children under 14 on excursion $2
Official Guide
$50 plus Garden entry fees
Coach tours $5.00 pp, driver and tour operator free
MPBG Friends Group Membership –each visit, one free entry,
other members visiting at the same time 10% discount
Organised working parties—Free (by prior arrangement only)
B - ACCOMMODATION (Garden entry included)
For bookings, contact Caretakers Ph 07 4665 6855
(May—October, advance bookings advisable)
Friends Members
10% discount.
Tour organisers
Free
Children
under 14 half price, under 6 free.
Linen (if required)
$5 per person (bed linen, towels)
Avochie Cottage:
1 night - 1-2 people $80 - each extra person $20/ night
3 nights - 1-2 people $220 - each extra person $20 /night
1 week - 1-2 people $480 - each extra person $20/night
For above packages, a cleaning fee of $20 will be added if
necessary
Cleaning included for 5 nights or longer.
The Quarters: (guests share kitchen and bathroom facilities)
per person: 1 night $30 3 nights $80 1 week $180
Cleaning NOT included in The Quarters packages, $20 fee
added if necessary.
Sole Use of The Quarters—p.o.a.
C - TENTS and VANS (Garden entry included)
Unpowered site: $20 per site per night for 1-2 people.
Powered site: $25 per site per night for 1-2 people

ABOUT OUR ACCOMMODATION:
(Linen is not included. Ask about our linen service when you book.)
Avochie Cottage - (Right)
Renovated 3 bedroom cottage with
1 double and 2 twin rooms. Bath/
shower and toilet. Electric hot water
system. Open fireplace in sitting
room. New electric stove,
microwave oven, crockery, cutlery,
electric jug, fridge, frypan and toaster. Washing up and cleaning
utensils supplied. Fan, heater , basic furnishings.
The Quarters: (Right)
Renovated inside and out. Two
verandahs, 5 small bedrooms
(8 single beds) 1 large
bedroom (1 double bed + 2
singles). 2 bathrooms each with bath / shower, 2 toilets. Electric
hot water. New electric stove, microwave oven, crockery and
cutlery, fridge, electric jug, frypan and toaster. Washing up and
cleaning utensils supplied. Fan, heater, basic furnishings. Open
fireplace in living area.
Caravans/Tents: Connect to the
power on-site and use toilet / shower
facilities at the Gallery complex.
Unpowered sites available.
For all bookings, phone caretakers on 07 4665 6855 or email.
We ask you to leave the accommodation clean when you
depart and to take all rubbish with you. (No collection here.)
CONTACTS FOR MPBG PERSONNEL
Office
Janine Pechey
Caretakers
David and Lorraine
Directors/Managers
Alison Banks
Penny Grams

D - CATERING
Meals available Bottle Tree Inn, Glenmorgan ph 07 4665 6727
and General Store, Glenmorgan ph 0746656886

Carissa Hallinan

E - GALLERY HIRE
Includes use of furniture, urn, power-points for equipment, fridge
and Garden entry. Tea and coffee not provided.

Nita C. Lester

$50 first day, $25 each extra day (includes cleaning)
$10 per day for local non-profit community groups—please leave
clean or pay $20 cleaning fee.

Lynda Von Pein

******
Please discuss all arrangements when you book tours or
accommodation.
On arrival, see Information in log box at Visitor Centre, or on-site
caretaker.
Glenmorgan has basic provisions including diesel and unleaded
fuel. Diesel and unleaded fuel are also available at Surat and The
Gums. Fuel sales at Meandarra are credit card (with PIN) only.

Gill Kidd

Betty Salter

Joan Wilkinson

07 4665 6705
myallparkbotanic@bigpond.com
Ph/fax 07 4665 6855
mpbg@westnet.com.au
Ph 0418728109
alisonwonders@bigpond.com
Ph 07 4665 6001 Fax 07 4665 6003
seangrams@bigpond.com
0409785867
mattissa@activ8.net.au
Ph/fax 07 4663 0720
kidd_greenhills1@bigpond.com
Ph 07 5445 7182
Nita.c.lester@gmail.com
Ph 07 4669 5298 Fax 07 4669 5219
glenfosslyn@bigpond.com
Ph. 07 4668 1729
lynda.vp@hotmail.com
Ph 07 3378 3110
rodgerwilkinson@bigpond.com

NEW MPBG WEB SITE
Keep up to date with the latest news, workshops etc at
www.myallparkbotanicgarden.com
www.facebook.com/myallparkbotanicgarden
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MYALL PARK BOTANIC GARDEN

Every purchase will help the Garden!
Try our floral china
instead of special
flowers.

J
E
L

H

F

I

MAKE

G

A

AUSTRALIAN WILDFLOWER PAINTINGS
Book of paintings by Dorothy Gordon
Signed by Dave Gordon

ORDER HERE: Number Subtotal

$ 38.50
$ 42.50

B

UNFRAMED WILDFLOWER PRINTS
by Dorothy Gordon (20x30 cm)

$ 4.50 each
$ 24.50 (Set of 7)

C

TASTE OF THE OUTBACK our native foods recipe book,
compiled by one of our Directors who is also a gourmet cook

$7.50

D

SCREENSAVER ON CD Images
$ 20
A Collection of stunning photographs by MPBG volunteers, 500 images
and Paul Costin, Anne Thompson and Bindy Warby

E

MUGS -Fine Bone China with the 3 Gordon Grevilleas
design by MPBG artists

$ 17.50

F

RICE BOWLS –115mm Fine Bone China
with the 3 Gordon Grevilleas design by MPBG artists

$ 13.50

G

PLATES—Fine bone china 155 mm G. ‘Robyn Gordon’
or ‘Sandra Gordon’
or new ‘Merinda Gordon” design.

$13.50
$13.50
$13.50

H

DOROTHY GORDON Mug

$ 16

JUG 250ml Features all three grevilleas.
Very fine and light. Dishwasher and microwave safe.

$20

I

YOUR

New discount of
5% for non-Friends
on every purchase
of six or more fine
china items.
Discount of 10%
for financial
Friends as usual.

Post to
MPBG Ltd
P O Box 22
Glenmorgan
Q 4423

Currently on order
J

SERVING / DINNER PLATE 275mm Features all three
grevilleas. Makes a wonderful serving with all of the above
pieces. Dishwasher and microwave safe.

$25

Currently on order
K

LATTE MUGS.
Leadlight Design. Black on white contemporary style.

$ 10

Order Total

L

TEA TOWEL matches the fine bone china above

$ 15 each

M

GREETING CARDS
Featuring 8 Dorothy Gordon botanical paintings

$ 3.50 Single
$ 22 Set of 8

Less Friends
10% discount
(or nonFriends 5%
china
discount)

BOOKS - add titles and prices from page 9 (or Bird Cards p. 9)

Postage

10.00

- add merchandise from page 7

Total

We also accept credit card or direct deposit payments. Contact us 07 4665 6705 to arrange payment.
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